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News in Brief
OU names Glidden
new AD
ATHENS, Ohio - A former!
associate director of athletics at
Northwestern University has been
selected as the new athletics director at Ohio University. University
President Robert Glidden introduced Thomas Boeh at a news
conference on Tuesday.
Boeh, 36, has worked all
[Northwestern since 1991. He has
also worked in the athletics department at the University of
Maine at Orono.

Big Blue fights for
$3.3 billion takeover
NEW YORK - IBM displayed)
its hunger to again lead the hightech world with a $3.3 billion hostile takeover bid for software
maker Lotus Development Corp.
If completed, the deal would
reshape the personal computer
software industry and put IBM in
the best position to challenge
Microsoft Corp., which now dominates the array of products used
by millions of personal computet
users around the world.

Son dies after being
arrested and 'going crazy'
YOUNGSTOWN, Ohio -I
Liberty Township police and the
Trumbull County sheriffs department will conduct simultaneous
investigations into the death of a
man while in police custody.
Kevin Gallite, 34, died June!
3 after his arrest on charges of domestic violence, resisting arrest
and assault. Police had been called
to Gallite's home by his mother,
who told dispatchers her son "was
going crazy" and had apparently
been using drugs.

Construction area made
more driver friendly
CANFIELD, Ohio - In-j
creased safety measures have been
prepared in a construction area on
Interstate 80 after a seven-vehicle
accident killed two men and injured four other people June 4.
A tractor-trailer hit the rear!
of another rig and caught on fire
at .->bout 11 a.m. in a construction
area where traffic was limited to
one lane.

Philip Morris agrees to
smokeless advertising
Philip Morris Inc. agreed today to remove cigarette ads that
the Justice Department contended
lad been placed in sports stadiums and arena to circumvent the
24-year-old ban on televised cigarette advertising
The government said in
court papers Philip Morris's cigarette signs had appeared in televised sports coverage in 14 footsail stadiums, 14 baseball parks
md five basketball arenas because
!hey were placed near the field of
play.
A civil complaint against the
company and an agreement to
settle the complaint were filed simultaneously in U.S. District
Court
Philip Morris spokesmen
tvere not available for comment.
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BG schools face shared principal
Ridge and South Main elementary may use common administrator
Andrew Dugan
The BG News
Although most students at
Ridge and South Main Elementary schools are looking forward to
summer vacation, many parents
are wishing the school year
wasn't ending so soon.
The two schools are currently
faced with the possibility of
having a shared principal next
year, due to a lack of funds.
Many parents are upset with the
idea that their children will bare
the brunt of the system's shortcomings.
"It would be unfortunate if one
principal ran two schools,"
Gaynelle Predmore, a South
Main PTO officer, said "Our kids
are just as special as the kids at
the other schools that have a fulltime principal."
Fran Thompson, a concerned
mother of children who go to
Ridge Elementary, agreed with
Predmore.
"As a parent, I feel concerned
with not having a full-time principal," Thompson said. "I feel it
will detract from my childrens'
education. Ridge is a small school

and it doesn't have a lot of the
extras that the other schools
have. One thing we do have,
though, is a tremendous staff. In
the case of a shared principal, the
staff will have to act as the administration and that's a stressor
<n the best asset we have. Teachers should be in the classroom,
not out in the halls doing what
administrators should be doing.
"It's too bad that the position of
principal is not as high a priority
as other things that remain untouched I'm pleased with BG
schools and I'd like to see Ridge
continue with its intern principal,
Lynn Baldwin. We've had families that were homeless or faced
with eviction; the last thing these
families need is the absence of a
principal."
According to Dr. William Hall,
superintendent of Bowling Green
city schools, the function of a
shared principal is legitimate
and nothing new to the city.
"It is not a new concept," Hall
said. "I came from a district that
had two principals work with a
total of four schools. A state statute says principals can work at
two different schools, but no

more. What is being considered
here has happened before in
Bowling Green with the past five
years."
Jack Hartman, a member of
the Bowling Green Board of Education, said the dilemma stemmed in the midst of the system's
recovery from financial difficulties.
"In my opinion, every school
should have a principal, but because of our financial difficulties, we are considering one option among other considerations," Hartman said. "The levy
that passed on May 2 was mainly
to repay the $3.2 million we were
in debt with and for school supplies. None of the money was to
be used for personnel. The
money stabilized the districts
finances, but we're still on a tight
budget. Money from the state
could improve that."
Hall agreed with Hartman that
one principal per school would be
ideal, but stressed the impracticallty of the concept because of
the system's strained budget
"Parents aren't very happy at
Ridee with the whole situation
and I dont disagree with them In

concept," Hall said. "We are
working on a full-time principal,
but there is the money problem.
Although Hall said he did not
have an answer at the time, he
stated there was the possibility
of having the South Main principal take on the additional role of
being the Ridge Elementary
principal.
"The principal would spend a
portion of each day at each
school, but of course each day
may vary," Hall said. "There
may be one day when the principal may spend the whole day at
one school because of what Is going on at that school. The problem should even out In the course
of the school year. There is Murphy's Law, of course, where you
always need to be in the building
you're not in. The schools are
only five minutes apart from
each other, so the geographies of
the situation is not a problem. I
understand parents want a fulltime principal and I dont disagree with them, but there is the
money problem. We must be
careful with how we deal with
expenditures."

Council discusses plan for grant
Krlsll Koester
The BG News
The Bowling Green city council held a work session Thursday
to discuss and form a consolidated plan for the city's 5-year
block grant.
The city of Bowling Green has
$447,000 in grant money to allocate for fiscal year 1995. The
council prepared a draft of the
plan after reviewing the agenda
of proposed city improvements.

The agenda included requests
from the citizens in two main
areas needing improvements:
housing needs and community
development needs.
Since there Is not enough housing for single families In BG, and
many people can't afford to build
a new home, council members
discussed various methods that
could be implemented to meet
the demand for housing.
One option Is to subsidize a
housing developer to build homes

so that lower Income families can upgrade a rental property,"
afford to move into quality new Smith said.
homes. Each house would cost
The council proposed $80,000
approximately $75,000, but the of the grant money be allocated
owner would only be required to for the rental rehab program.
pay 30 percent of his Income to
The elderly repair program althe city for the house.
Colleen Smith, city administra- lows for low Income senior cititor, said that "rental rehab" Is zens needing repair service in
another option for the housing their home to apply for assistance through the grant money.
problem.
"Rental rehab allows owners of Leftover grant money will be alrental structures to come to the located for sidewalks, traffic
city and apply for assistance to signals, and safety vehicles.

Day camp
offers
volunteer
options
Krlsten Ca|ka
The BG News
Summertime Is a season
for fun, friends and outdoor
activities.
Individuals choosing to
volunteer at Wood Lane
School's Summer Day
Camp will find all of these
elements while helping others, as area residents age 13
and over will have the opportunity to spend time
with Wood Lane's summer
campers.
The camp begins on June
26 and continues through
August 17. It will meet
Monday through Thursday
at the school. Volunteer
hours are 8:45 a.m.-noon,
noon-3:00 p.m. or 8:45
a.m.-3:00 p.m., and transportation may be arranged
through Wood Lane.
Volunteers will help
campers enjoy games,
crafts, field trips, lunch,
snacks and play time in
Wood Lane's pool. Each
volunteer is assigned to
work with two staff members and a group of six to
eight students.
The camp's length has
been increased from three
to eight weeks. New volunteers are needed to assist
staff and returning volunteers with the additional
camp time.
Rob Spence, principal of
Wood Lane School, said the
camps have a history of
success.

Campus pastor shaped by experiences
Rochelle M. Convene
The BG News
His wife met him in East Harlem and his daughter, Ashlel, describes him as "a true-to-form
hippie who lives what he believes
and forever promotes social justice."
The Rev. BUI Thompson, associate director of United Christian
Fellowship, has a variety of experiences which have enabled
him to become a very Important
part of the University and community.
With the desire to become a
Lutheran minister from a young
age and his attraction to people
who were less fortunate than
himself, Thompson began exploring the meaning of his own life
and where he needed to be.
'In the early 1960's, I discovered that there was poverty
and racism in America, so I got
Involved In the civil rights
movement," Thompson said
He spent time In Alabama and
marched with Martin Luther
King Jr. "I listened to the people
around [King] talk about the
social conditions and Issues that
blacks were facing In the south,
and that was one of the major influences of my life."
Many of the leaders of the civil
rights movement were ministers
who influenced Thompson's beliefs.
"When I was with these people,
when I saw the courage they had,
when I saw also that they were
living out Christianity - that
really struck me, that*s where I

*

wanted to be," he said
The Rev. Karen D. Thompson
describes an example of her husband's experience In the South
during the civil rights movement
"He took a lot of pictures and
said that he noticed in the faces
of the whites the tremendous
amount of fear that they had; that
change was CBfttlfJ Into their
world and kind of had Its own
energy and they probably weren't going to be able to stop it,"
she said.
She describes her husband as
seeing the "big picture" about
everything.
"He sees the deep implications
of things and he's very sensitive," she said.
Thompson's first experience In
urban ministry occured when he
took a summer Internship at East
Harlem Protestant Parish In New
York. He earned his Master's of
Divinity In 1969 at Union Theological Seminary In New York City.
Before coming to Bowling
Green in 1986, the Thompsons
were Involved in urban ministry
in various places throughout the
United States. They have worked
among the impoverished and
homeless, minority groups and
poor whites.
"One advantage to working
with poor whites, as well as poor
Puerto Rlcans and African Americans, is that I got a sense of the
issues of class that people were
dealing with, being that there are
simllarit les among all groups of

TVKNmawWdOMr

BID Thompson, associate director aad ordained reverend of the United Chrlstlaa Fellowship Center,
has served the Bowling Green community for alac years. Along with photography aad other vtsaal
See THOKVSON, page *ree. arts, Thompson enjoys painting.
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Legislation won' t Hidden treasures abound in BG
end film violence
Last Friday before a Southern California audience,
Senate Majority Leader and G.O.P. presdiential
hopeful Bob Dole denounced violent films in general and
Natural Born Killers and True Romancein particular.
Dole also railed against 2 Live Crew and other rap artists
working for Time Warner.
...
Dole claimed violence in film and music is ripping
America apart at the seams and should be legislated
against.
Herein lies the problem.
The effect of violence on Americans could be debated
at length, but the issue of censoring films through the
law is very clear cut
The First Amendment leaves little room for interpretation; Congress shall make no law... abridging the freedom of speech. Any law Dole or his compatriots make
abridging freedom to speech is a direct threat to the fabric of this nation.
While The News believes violence on television and in
the movies should be curbed, the moment ink hits paper
to censor free expression this country will be on a road
converting back to McCarthyism.
Obviously violence in popular mediums such as movies and music eats away at some of the traditional values
that made America what it had been and what it was.
However, it is not the responsibility of the federal
government to set a "buckets of blood limit" or any of
the other foolishness lawmakers have in store for motion
pictures and rap music.
On ABC's "Nightline" the night of Dole's speech, columnist and former Nixon aide Pat Buchanan appeared
as the standard-bearer for the Republican Right, denouncing violence and praising Dole's "concern" for the
nation.
It is this type of hypocrisy that turns the people Dole is
trying to protect off from political messages and plugs
them into the messages of the mass media, violence and
all. Buchanan's compatriots in the Nixon Administration
thought murdering columnists for political reasons was
an acceptable solution, yet here sits Nixon's right hand
man denouncing violence in the films as immoral.
Most of the Republican front-runners have come out
with statements supporting Dole's statement. Interestingly enough, some of these are the same men who cry
.foul when they feel their Second Amendment rights may
-be curbed. Buchanan has even gone so far as to say talk
radio host G. Gordon Liddy had every right to talk about
violent overthrow of the government.
: The bottom line is that every phrase, every amendment to the Constitution was written in a distinct way so
there would be no room for misinterpretation. This applies equally to the Fourth, Twenty-First or First
Amendments.
Violence in film will not end with legislation. It will
end only if society decides it has had enough, or if there
is no violence left to feed on.

Two roads diverged in a wood,
andll took the one less traveled by.
And that has made all the difference.
-Robert Frost
"This Is gonna be cool."
-Butt-head

Well, it's official: I got adopted
• little over a week ago, but It's
probably not the kind of adoption
you are all thinking of ... (insert
flashback music here)...
"So let me get this straight," I
said to my friend Val, who had
Just approached me in my basement moments earlier.
"You want me to go to Chicago
with you on Saturday to go see
Faith No More, Bush, Sponge,
KMFDM, Collective Soul, The
Flaming Lips, Phunk Junkies,
The Stone Roses, The Lupins,
Duran Duran and Sheryl Crow all
for only twenty bucks?"
"Yeah." She responded with a
big grin on her face.
While she was grinning
however, I was in the midst of an
internal struggle.
I had Just gone to see Faith No
More the night before in Detroit,
and I was going to be attending
the White Zombie concert
tomorrow, which would only give
me one day to recover before the
aforementioned Jamboree ...
Faith No More twice in one
week, though?
"Cool. I'll go," I said before I
remembered that I was scheduled to work at 10:00 AM the day
after the show. "As long as we
don't have to stay for Sheryl
Crow or Duran Duran."
Well, unfortunately Sheryl
Crow came on during the middle
of the day, but luckily we were
able to skip out on Duran Duran
since they were the last act of the
evening.
And for those of you out there
who haven't had a geography

Aaron
Weisbrod
class since the sixth grade, yes,
Chicago is five hours away.
That's too far away to see a
favorite band you say? Poppycosh.
So what if It rained on and off
all day during the outdoor event?
So what if I don't even know
anyone in Chicago, or even the
state of Illinois for that matter?
Sometimes you should just
take the road that's been less
traveled. If even traveled at all.
Luckily for us, at the concert a
very fine group of people was
nice enough to take Val and myself in and make us one of their
own. Just like in "Clan of the
Cave Bear." Blessedly, they weren't as hairy, though.
Well, at least not for the most
part.
But the point of this column is
not to discuss my concert experiences in the month of May. The
point of the column is this: Bowling Green has a lot of really cool
undiscovered secrets in it, and I
think that It's time for some of
them to be exposed to such loyal
News readers as yourselves.
Speaking of cool, I'm sure you
all know that nowadays to be
considered "cool" you have to

hang out in a lot of coffee houses.
Luckily, BG contains a number of
such places, such as Cafe
Shadeau, Hotel Lobby Donuts
(which is located on the corner of
Main and Wooster), and Grounds
for Thought
All of these places serve wonderful coffee and refreshments,
and contrary to the popular belief, John Lennon-style specs and
combat boots are not required
for admittance.
If you're in the mood to go out
and Just have some fun on a
sunny weekend afternoon, check
out Vollmar's Park.
Vollmar's Park is sort of like a
mini-amusement park only about
fifteen minutes away on State
Route 65. It's no Cedar Point
mind you, but it's a nice place to
go and just goof around with your
friends.
But if it's one of those weekends when all of your friends are
out of town visiting relatives,
take a Jaunt over to one of the
local stores such as Imagine or
Madhatter Music Company.
As all of you peace-lovin' hippie types know. Imagine carries
a variety of psychedelic merchandise including things like
T-shirts, candles, and posters. If
you haven't been to Imagine yet,
then you're definitely denying
yourself of one of the finer
places to shop In BG.
And only a hop, skip and a
Jump away from Imagine is the
infamous "Madhatter's," as it's
more commonly known. If you're
going to buy or browse for some
new or used tapes or CDs to
listen to while studying, then this
is the place you'll want to go.
The Madhatter Music Company offers prices lower than the
other record stores and an
underground and import selection that literally can't be beat.
When you go in to Madhatter's
chances are that you're going to

find a number of CDs by your
favorite bands that you didn't
even know existed. And if they
don't have the CD you're looking
for, there's a pretty darn good
chance that they'll be able to order it for you in no time at all.
But even though we all love to
listen to our favorite tapes and
CDs, sometimes nothing beats a
night out on the town.
When this is the case, then the
Cla-Zel Theatre and Gargoyles
are probably the best kept "hot
spot" secrets of BG.
For those of you who haven't
attended a movie at the historic
Cla-Zel yet, all I can tell you is to
go In and see it for yourself. Unfortunately, too many of us have
forgotten what movie theatres
used to look like when we were
kids.
If your memory is good enough
though, you'll remember what
kind of atmosphere movie
theatres used to have before the
idea of the "20 Screened Super
Cinema" became popular. Check
this place out for a great sensation of de ja vu.
And as for Gargoyles, well,
aside from having the coolest
name of all the bars in BG, it also
provides it's occupants with
some of the best local entertainment available. Many very talented local and national bands
have graced the stage of Gargoyles, and Gargoyles keeps attracting more bands every week,
including Sundays. If you're up
to a good time on the town that
includes, rather than relies on
drinking beer, than this is the
place to be.
But as many people are slowly
coming to recognize, the diverse
local music scene in the area is
probably BG's best kept secret.
I guess it just all goes along
with being part of Generation X:
Let injusUce reign, and ignore it
as it happens.

the way government should be.
What should be realized Is that
we the people still are the
government. The government is
our mothers, fathers, sons,
daughters, etc. That hasn't
changed. What has changed is
that people are less willing to get
Involved in politics.
People also are now less willing
to do something or sacrifice for
the greater good. People have
trouble understanding that the
laws were made for a reason.
Speed limits and the drinking
laws were made for a reason. You
might not like that reason and if
you don't, then you should work
to change it by using the system
that was made and not Just ait
around In your survival 1st gear
and plan to overthrow the
government and scrape everything and do It right this time.
You can do that, but 200 years
down the road you'll find the type
of government you see now.
The Articles of Confederation
and the confederacy went by the
wayside because we needed a

strong national government to
handle the Inevitable crises that
appear. The government that was
originally formed could not handle the prying fingers and eyes of
Europe. The confederacy could
not handle the united northern
states. Lincoln was very much on
target with the Idea of "united we
stand, divided we fail."
There is a public push now for
powers to shift back to the state
and to decentralize the government The problem Is that It will
weaken the US as a whole. If only
a couple of states bothered to
stand up to the axis powers or
protested against Japanese policy on US exports, do you honestly
think that anything would happen? There Is strength In unity.
The way the world Is becom
- with more countries becoming
nuclear powers and with more
groups and nationalities getting
more daring In their violent atttacks on other nationalities
BobDinsdale
Senior
Elementary Education
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draw the line? How much power
should Washington DC have?
Why are our hard-earned dollars
being shipped thousands of miles
away to a bunch of idiots with no
common sense?
These are great questions for
people to ask themselves. It
shows, that, despite appearances
to the contrary, people are capable of thought. What I hope people realize Is that before we had
National poUdes on abortion, the constitution, we had the Artinational speed Hmits, control cles of Confederation.
These Articles, the same type
over tax money and laws over
of government the confederacy
our local milltiae.
The** arant new issues that used, rely on state control over
are the result of an out-of-control most everything. This kept a "big
national government They arent brother" from forming because
•boot big brother going around government was small, managaunchecked. These arguments and ble and, most importantly,
all other Issues floating about In localized Taxes that were colthis "new era" uuugi— are the lected there, tended to stay there.
Ideaa that were tossed about by Armies had a local flair to them.
the founders of this country over They were your brothers, sons
200 years ago. Of course, speed- and uncles. There was little for a
ing and abortion weren't issues person to worry about In the way
back then but the genegal argu- of government control because
ment U the same: state's rights the people were the government
Sounds like a great world and
vs. nation's rights. Where do you

THE EDITOR

States' rights
unnecessary

i
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Office staff University to face
Intramurals back in action keeps
tabs
Athletes organizing for summer recreation
on BGSU structural changes
KrWIKoeitor
The BG News

pate in summer Intramurals, even if they're not
enrolled in summer classes. Spouses of students
and University employees are also eligible.
"Generally, If the spouse isn't currently enrolled or currently working for the University,
they would not be eligible. We open it up in the
summer to allow them to participate," Long
said.
Winning teams receive championship teeshirts at the end of the season, but Long says
that the entire experience is incentive enough to
play.

University Intramural season la just around
the corner for those Interested in participating
in organized summer competition.
Softball, tennis, sand volleyball and 3-player
basketball will be offered this summer virtually
cost-free.
Thad Long, who Is serving his fourth year as
the intramural sports club director at the University, said that teams pay only a $10 deposit
that they receive back at the end of the season,
granted they don't forfeit.
"It really doesn't cost anything, so it's a great
opportunity to play with very little money
down," Long said.
The times for each contest are preset.
However, there are many competitions for people to participate in throughout the summer. A
3-player basketball tournament will start the
summer programs on June 13.
Most of the competitions are through leagues
that meet week after week. The bulk of the
leagues will take place during the eight-week
summer session. Long offers an easy solution
for those who wont be here the entire summer,
but still wish to participate.
"We allow for unlimited roster changes in the
summer. So, if somebody does just want to play
while they're around, they can find somebody
else to play for them once they leave," he said.
Any returning student Is eligible to partici-

"In the summer, we really
emphasize just the
socialization of getting together
with friends and co-workers."
Thad Long
intramural sports director

"In the summer, we really emphasize just the
socialization of getting together with friends
and co-workers," he said.
Applications for any of the sports can be obtained at the fieldhouse. The intramural department will accept the 3-player basketball applications no later than June 8. Softball, tennis,
and sand volleyball applications will be due at
the end of June.

Fire station considered
Leslie McConkey
The BG News
A proposal for an additional
fire station on the west side of
Bowling Green is still under consideration by City Council, according to Fire Chief Joe Burns.

The proposal was submitted in
the Fall of 1994.
Railroad tracks dividing Bowling Green could potentially delay
the response time of emergency
vehicles. Without a pumper truck
or ambulance on the west end of
town, this is a concern for some

Bowling Green citizens.
According to Burns, emergency vehicles caught by trains
usually wait on average two to
three minutes.
"We have never had to go to
extreme measures to find an
open crossing," Burns said.

break in Thompson's ethnic studies class. They feel that this experience and others provided
through UCF have been a positive Influence on their lives.
"You get a chance to experience real life situations, not just
school and books and the University," Kirk said. Kirk feels that
her experiences with UCF
fostered personal as well as spiritual growth.
Thompson expressed the importance of raising young people's consciousness about issues
in the world and taking complex
ideas and using them.
"What happens when you go to
the South Bronx is not Just an issue of finding out that there are
social problems, it also engages
you in looking deeper at yourself:
Where do I find meaning? What's
important to me? What do I believe in?," he said. In July, UCF

will be sponsoring a camp for
low-income children. Students
Involved in this camping trip will
spend a week in New York with
children from the South Bronx
and the Bowling Green area.
More recently, Thompson took
a group to New Mexico, Colorado, and Arizona to study ancient
and modern Native American
cultures.
During their travels in the
southwest, the UCF-sponsored
group hoped to reconnect with
traditional values and integrate
those values into their modern
lives.

students

KrltU Koester
The BG News

Krlsti Koester
The BC News

When you need some sort of
paper work or other Information
but you don't know where to go,
the Office of Registration and
Records is a good place to start.
Located in 110 Administration
Building, the office consists of a
25 person staff devoted to gathering and maintaining information.
Rebecca McOmber, the new
registrar, said many people are
unaware or the office staff's responsibilities.
"J don't think students realize
how much we really do. The hectic pace never slows down,"
McOmber said.
The office Is responsible for
academic and demographic information on all current and
former University students.
The staff also maintains the
computerized inventory of
courses offerings, assigns classrooms, publishes lists of the class
offerings and prepares transcripts.
The office develops the seating
chart and line of march for commencement ceremonies and determines athletes' eligibility.
"We also audit each student's
file before they graduate," she
added.
Other duties include managing
the STAR-90 Registration
System and reporting information to the Ohio Board of Regents.

Structural and administrative changes will affect the
College of Arts and Sciences
and the University this summer.
The School of Mass Communication has been expanded
to include the Department of
Interpersonal Communication.
John Makay began a fiveyear appointment May 22 as
the director of the School of
Mass Communication and will
continue his role as chairman
of the interpersonal communications department.
"I feel great about [the appointment]. I hope to provide
the kind of leadership that will
enhance the school through
the addition of Interpersonal
Communications," Makay
said.
Effective July 3, Louis
Krueger of Syracuse University, begins a five-year appointment as director of the
School of Art
Nancy Brendlinger, assistant professor of journalism,
will begin a two-year appointment as chairwoman of
the Journalism Department,
effective August 23.
Brendlinger is replacing
Ray Laakaniemi, who recently
recieved a Fulbright grant to
teach at the University of
Tartu in Estonia. Laakaniemi
Is also working on two books,
one textbook and one book on

the lore of small-town newspapers.
In addition to the recent
alterations in the College of
Arts and Sciences, Rebecca
McOmber has been named the
new registrar at the University.
McOmber has worked in

"I feel great about
[the
appointment]. I
hope to provide
the kind of
leadership that
will enhance the
school through
the addition of
Interpersonal
Communications.
John Makay
registration since 1978 and
has held several managerial
positions within the department
Her most recent position
was director of systems implementation and support ,
where she managed the dally
systems-related operations
within the office and monitored their relationship with
other areas of the University.

THOMPSON
Continued from page one.

people who are poor, just as there
are differences," Thompson said.
As associate director of UCF
and adjunct instructor in Ethnic
Studies, Thompson is no ordinary
educator. His diverse background, insight and knowledge
enables him to be able to provide
students with opportunities that
extend beyond what they learn in
the classroom.
"He's offered something to me
that no other program at this
University could offer," said
Matt Hawkins, one of Thompson's former students.
"He's given me the opportunity
to learn about other people In
America in different living situations that the University could
never offer in the classroom setting," Hawkins said.
Hawkins and Jenny Kirk are
two students who have gone to
the South Bronx during spring

"He feels things like injustice
very deeply, but he also has compassion for the fact that there are
people on both sides of the issue;
that everyone's kind of trapped
by their own perspective, their
own experience and their own
fears," Karen Thompson said.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
(Too many to list)

,

■ •» ■■»■■■■■ , .a.

Large assortment of
Houses, Duplexes, and
Apartments

• tiii.ii.miiiiiiii'

Stop in to 319 E. Wooster for a brochure of
complete details and speak with our friendly staff!
354-2260
John Newlove Real Estate 319 E. Wooster
(across from Taco Bell)

Upcoming events yon won't want to miss!
Plant Sale - June 7-8 10 am- 3 pm in the Union Oral
Bike Ride to Grand Rapids - June 9 depart at 1:00 pm for thi» 17 mile bike
ride (each way), and visit a historic town. A follow* van will be provided
to carry lunches, etc.
Monday Musicians and Frosty Froebioa - Beginning June 12 . Join us each
Monday to enjoy live music in the Union Oval. (Rainsite - The Common
after June 19)
Free Wednesday Movies - begin June 14 with Slaaplsss U SmattUI Free movies every
Wednesday 8:00 pm in the Gish Film Theatre - Hanna Hall
Camping Trip to Warren Sand Danes in Michigan June 23-25. $35.00 includes
transportation, camping equipment, and a meal.

for more info on any program call UAO at 372-2343 (room 330 union bldg.)

Let Us Introduce You
to Authentic Mexican
Food!
>\\\\\\\\v
BUY ONE GET 2ND FOR

$3 OFF 1/3 PRICE
(Dine in only - min. purchase 812)

El

itmsai
ll Ml .III Hi si

. 836 S Main
jBowlingG;
352-3874

I

(Dine In only -of equal or leaser value)

A

5408 Milan Rd. N 836 S Main
Ssndusky, Ohio \ Bowling Green
624-9211
I> 352-3874

■Tk> Exp. 7/14*5-Not vaMdw/ottier offers

5408 Milan Rd. S
Sandusky, Ohio \
624-9211
S

Exp. 7/14AM • Not valid ml other offers V

rtY.Y.Y.Y.SSSYrtY.Yil.i

, aj = aVJ • ■ BaftlafJ■ aM tt * ■ ataagasfkaji a> a-1

We are Bowling Green's ONLY full-line
Photo Store Featuring :
1 hour film processing • cameras • film • lenses • batteries
Now Available - Black &
White Rush Service

m

One Hour Processing &
So Much More

We gladly accept checks & credit cards

SBLCIE RIBBON PHOTO =
157 N. Main St.

Open Mon-Frl 9-8 Sat 9-5, Sun 12-5

353-4244
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Judge reconsiders
women's sentencing

• WtKiaar

Brand! Sauers (center) listens to her legal counsel address Judge
James Bacbman last Friday. Sauers and her roommates, Melissa
Bernalh (foreground) and Jill Gruhler (background), could serve
30 days In Jail for permitting underage consumption of alcohol to
minors at a party last January.

Joe Boyle
The BC News
A Jail date for three University
women charged with permitting
underage drinking has been
postponed by Bowling Green
Municipal Court Judge James
Bachman.
In a Friday court date, Melissa
Bernath, Brand! Sauers and Jill
Gruhler asked Bachman to reconsider their sentencing - a
highly unusual move, according
to the womens" new counsel,
Harold Hanna.
Hanna claimed that In review-

ing all the cases involving this
statute since 1969, never had
there been any Jail sentences
levied.
The women, who spoke to the
Judge on their own behalf, told
him they had already learned
their lesson.
"We knew we were guilty all
along," Gruhler said. "We have
something to accomplish in life.
We're all learning what the
repercussions of a party can be."
In addition to the plea for reconsideration, Hanna also entered a motion for a retrial.

"It's a highly unusual request you've
made."
Judge James Bachman

POLICE
BLOTTER

MONDAYS

— BEAT THE CLOCK
Domestic s starting .it >
I'VCfV houf II' ( r I'll rcisrs J K"

- SPECIAL PRICE on
22 ouncers
DIMERS - with KARAOKE THURS. 7-9PM

WEDNESDAYS

■ Police responded to a complaint on North Main Street involving a woman who lets her
neighbor's dog out of their back
yard. The woman threw a glass
bottle at the house and began using profanity. Trying to protect
herself, one of the residents of
the house tried to defend herself
with a choker collar for a dog.
According to the police report,
the woman was "demanding, uncooperative and babbling on."
■ A Bowling Green Junior
High student allegedly made
stabbing motions with a plastic
fork at a hall monitor. According
to the police report, the woman
felt threatened by this, although
„
TkeBCNtwaKaMWalttMr the subject claimed "I was only
fooling, lunch lady."
Bowling Green police sergeant Al Alvord hands over a miniature Bowling Green Police Division badge to Judy Vandenbroek, a University special education instructor. The badges are handed out to
■ A copper-colored snake,
motorists observed wearing seatbelts as part of BGPD's Safe and Sober campaign.
measuring eight feet in length
was found in the engine compartment of an Evers Road resident's vehicle. Officers found
Boa or Python markings on the
animal.
and Sober program.
dinating the program for the secJoe Boyle
The two-year program is oper- ond quarter, said the emphasis
The BC News
■ Officers pulled over a vehiated by patrol officers who ob- for this phase of the project will cle heading east on Wooster
You could learn a lot from a serve 100 passing vehicles and be on safety belt usage.
Street that was swerving into
dummy, but you might be able to whether or not the operator Is
"The emphasis is on seatbelts," things. When officers approalearn even more from the Bowl- wearing safety belts.
Alvord said. "We started at 65 ched the vehicle, he observed a
ing Green Police Division's Safe
Sgt. Al Alvord, who is coor- percent, we had 66 [percent] at bottle of Bud Light and a marilast survey. The goal is to get a 75 juana pipe laying in the ashtray.
percent compliance rate by the While examining the vehicle, the
officer discovered another can of
end of the two-year period."
beer in the glove box.
As an incentive to get people to
buckle up, officers will randomly
■ A report of harassing phone
hand out miniature replicas of calls drew police to' a Fourth
the badges worn by Bowling Street residence, where the vicGreen's patrol officers.
tim claimed an ex-boyfriend was
The pins were paid for by a the caller in question. According
Portage Quarry Recreational
federal grant made, to the de- to the police report, the woman
I passes availabe now I ) "' %A
partment In the amount of $1000 claims he has been "saying
things."
dollars.
vh'J. -/ "
Located one mile
'/. J south of Bowling Green
:£^> ,ly | •
. on St. Rt. 25

Seatbelt safety promoted

T
Ji.

Howard's
clubi-J
Moo-Sot 12-2:30 am
I I

■ I
210 N Main.

—Sun 5 -2;3Q nrn

This Weekend
10% SENIOR DISCOUNT honored for all regularly priced Krvkxs over $9.

832 S. MAIN
(Next to Rite Aid)
352-9763

1 99S NFl THICK BANK
*P toli*
not «nd ovoi id/ dm <s *n»
2Mba*IMa>a>D«jca.

REDKEN

$19.95

w/ coupon

U1UMS AVAIL BP 6/30
Myiiau, great price* and no
it M ever needed.

-

June 9 & 10

^nSr»TarrtngSak)ni
Om Xxan if Itetlif*! HUT ?Oo$mr Cm

fe^^VM^k-Vs

25%boff
ANY BUDWIMII
BAHBAU. CAI* sN STOCK

BUDWIUIB FBOO
TSHIBTS

$6

w/

\

Uii

Pool

'Video Games

•PingPong

»Pinball

v^r

TC

I \J

wppliet lott

3STru3AV*S-EXP6/30
1/34*1. M ABATHJN

TANKIR
PRE OHM*
PUCE

$34.95
UR

EXP 7/1 Limited Qua J

S^SSu^mSSoL

RIZZO

I A Till R\S DAY GIFT IDI AS

. •

WOODLAND MALL
1234 N. Main St.
352-9084

Single]^ Family
Portage Recreation Club. Inc.
12701 S. Dixie Hwy • Bowling Green.OH

FRIDAY

11 i-d \dv i ■ I ising also
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.

Twist®ffs
SATURDAY

19 ond Over
104 S. MAIN
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Dolls bring joy to tiniest victims Rock stars to open
Ohio woman manufactures replicas of bomb survivors R&R Hall of Fame
Carla HI*ton
The Daily Oklahoman
OKLAHOMA CITY - While
several young bombing victims
recovered In local hospitals, an
Ohio doll artist was creating
their images the way she wanted
them to be.
She created dolls with chubby
cheeks without scars and lacerations, eyes bright with wonder,
mouths upturned Into smiles and
their bodies free of bandages and
casts.
In her Richfield, Ohio, shop,
Gail Shumaker and her small
staff created dolls resembling
the six child survivors from the
America's Kids day-care center
on the second floor of the Alfred
P. Mun-ah Federal Building. A
seventh doll was created for
15-year-old Brandy Iigons, the
last survivor to be rescued from
the federal building.
Ms. Shumaker said she was
taken aback by the bombing and,

at first, couldn't quite believe It
had happened Her heart immediately responded to the plight of
the tiniest victims.
"I wanted to do something,"
she said during a telephone
interview. "These kids are going
to have so much trauma. Some of
them will have to have more surgeries and make more visits to
doctors. They'll be asking questions like 'Why do I hurt?'"
The doll artist said she has five
children and eight grandchildren
and knows that dolls can often be
a child's best friend She's hoping
the specially made dolls become
an Important part of the children's lives.
"If those kids are anything like
my own kids, they don't always
want to talk to Mom or Dad, but
they can talk to their doll. It becomes their personal friend,"
Ms. Shumaker said
Ms. Shumaker telephoned
Children's Hospital of Oklahoma,
where all but one of the young

victims were being treated and
received information such as
their skin, eye and hair color
from the public relations staff.
She said the handmade, handpainted dolls are 20 to 24 inches
tall and each is named for the
young child It was made to
resemble.
A Children's Hospital spokesperson said all of the dolls have
made it Into the arms of the children they were created for, with
the exception of the dolls for
Christopher Nguyen, S; and
Joseph Webber, 21 months.
In addition to Brandy, Christopher and Joseph, dolls were
created for Nekla McCloud, 4;
PJ. Allen, 21 months; Rebecca
Denny, 2; and Brandon Denny, 3.
Ms. Shumaker said she also
wanted to raise money to help
with the children's medical expenses.
Ten 35-inch, one-of-a-kind dolls
created by Gail Shumaker Originals Inc. will be auctioned this

fall with proceeds to go to the
University Hospital Foundation,
which has a fund set up for the
young victims' hospital expenses.
She said these dolls will be featured In an upcoming Issue of a
national doll magazine She said
she Is planning to make a visit to
the Oklahoma City area In August, when she Is to be featured
guest artist at an Edmond doll
shop.
Children's Hospital spokeswoman Peggy Postlch said the
dolls seemed to get high marks
with the children and their parents.
She said LaVerne McCloud, the
mother of Nekla McCloud,
seemed especially happy with
the doll created for her daughter.
When Nekla was released from
the hospital May 26, LaVerne
McCloud did not bring her
daughter to a news conference.
Instead, she brought the doll
made by Ms. Shumaker.

Exhumation thwarted by prosecutor
The Associated Press
AKRON - The Richland County
prosecutor Is attempting to temporarily block the exhumation of
a body identified in 1990 as that
of Noreen Boyle. She was the
wife of former Mansfield osteo-

path John F. Boyle, who was convicted of murdering her and Is
serving a life sentence in prison.
The woman's body was discovered In a basement grave in a
home Boyle was buying near
Erie, Pa, in January 1990, three

weeks after Noreen Boyle had
disappeared from their Mansfield home.
The exhumation, scheduled for
Monday In Baltimore, was requested by Boyle's Akron attorney, Tom Adgate, who vol-

unteered his services after a an
Akron Beacon Journal series last
summer raised questions about
the case.
Boyle pJ«lm» the body was not
his wife's, citing discrepancies in
height, weight and eye color.
The woman's body is buried In
Baltimore, because that's where
Noreen Boyle's sister, Carol Finley, lives.

Modell offers
olive branch
to Cleveland
politicians
Rich Harris
The Associated Press
CLEVELAND - Cleveland
Browns owner Art Modell has
asked for a timeout in negotiations over financing for the
renovation of Cleveland Stadium.
Mayor Michael R White responded that the city intends to
keep working toward a game
plan.
Modell, in a letter to the
mayor Monday, expressed appreciation for efforts to come
up with a plan to fund a major
renovation of the 64-year-old
stadium that seats about 78,000
for Browns home games.
Modell also said the team
could no longer afford the
"continued distraction" of the
debate over financing for
about $154 million In improvements for the stadium.
"We hope a moratorium until
the end of the season will allow
the political and economic environment to stabilize," Modell
said in the letter.
He said he was concerned
about "divisive and disruptive
dialogue" leading to a possible

AMMcUted PrauTBrjvK Skaw

Cleveland Browns nose tackle Tim Goad gets a drink of water
during the first day of the Brown's mini camp Monday In Berea,
Ohio.
tax vote on the November ballot.
But White said the city would
move forward with its effort to
find an acceptable way to pay
for the project
"Our problem is, whether the
Browns are in Cleveland Stadium or not, that building Is going to have to be renovated,"
White said "Whether it's the
Browns, or another team, or
just trying to preserve the
building so we can have human
beings In it, that's the order of
the day."
Four different plans have
been proposed for financing
the renovation, each relying on
taxes of one sort or another.
None has drawn much enthusiasm; two plans relying on
a parking tax have drawn
sharp opposition.
"We in the Browns organiza-

tion must turn our attention to
more immediate challenges;
specifically, the 1995 NFL
season," Modell wrote. "To
subject this team, our organization and our fans to the continued distraction of the volatile debate and the likelihood
of an expensive and negative
political campaign for almost
two-thirds of our season is unacceptable."
Modell has said he does not
Intend to move the NFL team,
but White said Monday that it's
naive to think other cities are
not waiting for a chance to lure
the team away.
Modell, contacted by telephone Monday night at his residence, said he had no comment on the mayor's reaction
to his letter.

Adgate said an aide to Richland
County Prosecutor James J.
Mayer notified him by telephone
Monday that Mayer was seeking
a court order to temporarily
block the exhumation. The aide,
assistant prosecutor Jerry Ault,
said Richland County Common
Pleas Judge James Henson
signed the order and set a hearing on the matter for 10:30 a.m.
Friday, Adgate said
Ault said last month that he
was working to arrange for a
Richland County official to witness the exhumation in Baltimore and the autopsy, which Is
scheduled for next Tuesday In
Akron by Summit County Coroner William Cox.

CLEVELAND (AP)
Rock weekend. A second concert Is
stars Including Bruce Spring- possible if the hall receives
steen, Chuck Berry and the confirmation from enough artartist formerly known as ists, officials said.
Prince will perform as part of
"A lot of these artists are on
the grand opening of the Rock tour and have very busy
and Roll Hall of Fame and Mu- schedules," said rock hall Director Dennis Barrie. "We are
seum on Sept 2.
'The concert will recreate continuing to negotiate. If we
the excitement and passion of can work the schedule more,
past Induction ceremonies and we may add a second show or
will also mirror the museum's add more artists to the Saturphilosophy and program- day show."
ming," said Jann Wenner, vice
chairman of the New Yorkbased Rock and Roll Hall of
Fame Foundation and publisher of Rolling Stone magazine. "Each set will feature
unique pairings of artists performing each other's legendary work."
The nighttime concert will
be held at Cleveland Stadium,
and proceeds will go to the
rock hall.
Other artists on the bill Include the Allman Brothers
Band, Dr. Dre, Snoop Doggy
Dogg, Little Richard, Aretha
Jann Wennef
Franklin, Al Green, Jon Bon
Jovi and Richie Sambora of publisher of Rolling Stone
Bon Jovi, John Mellencamp,
magazine.
Martha & the Vandellas, Soul
Asylum and the Pretenders.
Rock hall officials anTickets for "The Concert for
nounced the lineup Monday. the Hall of Fame" go on sale
They had hoped to have two nationwide June 24. Prices are
concerts over the Labor Day $30, $80, $160 and $540 a seat.

"The concert will
recreate the
excitement and
passion of past
induction ceremonies
and will also mirror
the museum's
philosophy and
programming."

Things are definitely
stacked in your favor.

The 6" CoW Cut Combo only
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BY POPULAR DEMAND

UPTOWN
PRESENTS
B.G/s
FIRST-BIG-TM
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• Fun, exercise, meet new people
• Get involved in intramurals
• Open to students, faculty, staff, & spouses
Entries due by Noon on due date
M/W 3- player Outdoor Basketball Tournament — June 8
M/W/C Softball — June 26
M/W Singles Tennis — June 29
M/W/C 4- player Sand Volleyball — July 6

We begin accepting entries on June 5
Entry forms at the Field House & Rec Center

Office hours: 9 am -12:30 pm Mon, Tue, Thur and 9 -11:30 am Fri
(Closed Wednesday)

|
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COUNTRY
NIGHT
WEDNESDAY
DANCE LESSONS FROM 9:00 -10:00 P.M.
• FEATURING LATEST IN COUNTRY VIDEOS AND MUSIC
• $ DOLLAR SPECIALS ALL NIGHT $
• THE ONLY PLACE FOR PURE COUNTRY THIS SUMMER
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m FIVE STORY FALL \

fit *fttt4wtg«iT
Although many Bowling Green
resident* have never heard of
Five Story Fall, many of them
■till remember the now nonexistent metal band "Charlotte's
Webb," a band who was arguably
one of the beat heavy, metal
bands ever to come out of the BG

r^AD

TheBGNewi
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"Five Story FalT'due to "legal
considerations."
After Just releasing Five Story
Fall's first self -titled CD on her
own Puppethead Records label,
the bad boys and girl are back on
the local tour circuit slowly but
surely guintng more and more of
a following at every gig they
play.
Songs like "Puppethead,"
"Strip Your Skin," and "Cast the
1st Stone" demonstrate that Five
Story Fall has not mellowed out
at all after their brief recording
hiatus and that they'll still kick Town's" residents. Rumor has it.
your ass in the mosh pit if need however, that with their fan base
growing in BG, more BG gigs
be.
might be In their performance
Although Five Story Fall has future. In case you haven't figthe taiawaWaai tendency of making ured it out by now. Five Story
only extremely rare appearances Fall is truly a force to be reckin their homebase of Bowling oned with on both the local and
Green, the buzz concerning the international scene.
band Is now finally even reaching
So don't be a poser and wait unthe collective ears of "Com

AironWaimrod
The BC News
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Well, the time of mourning Is
over for all of you headbanger.
out there, for Charlotte Is back on
the scene with a brand new band
name and an attitude that's worse
than ever.
After recruiting Ben Jeanette
on bass and Mike Pasch on drums
to Join lead guitarist Jeff Tackett
for the Instrumental portion of
the band, Charlotte Webb Swenson then took contol of the lead
vocals and changed the band's
name from "Charlotte's Webb" to

m.-r r mm 3

til they're famous to give this
band a listen. With their six song
CD/cassette currently available
at most area record shops and at
all of their concerts for under ten
bucks, this is an album that you'll
kick yourself for not checking
out sooner if bands like "Pantera" and "Rage Against the
Machine" are right up your alley.

Toledo rocked by White Zombie

2. "I'm the Only One" was • 1994 hit by thi. proud woman.

3. This Scandinavian pop quartet dominated the charts with "Dancing
Queen" in the late 70a.

mosh pits for a little while as the crowd slowly succumbed to the music and fell in to a dancing frenzy.
After Rev. Horton Heat's scorching performance however, the
On one of the more popular radio stations in the area May 25,1995 crowd knew that the time of the Zombie was almost upon them, and
soon enough it was.
had gained a special meaning and a special title.
"Mosh Day-"
With a sudden H.mtn.ng of the lights and the glowing red letters
It was on May 25 that White Zombie and company assaulted the
Toledo Sports Arena, which had its name aptly changed to "The "White Zombie" the only source of light in the arena, the crowd went
in to a frenzy as the words "Perhaps you had better start from the beToledo Sports Pit" for the occasion.
Melvins were the first to expose their version of heavy metal to the ginning" began to slowly repeat in the darkened arena, signalling the
audience, but what started as an energetic set with such songs as beginning of the audio assault. A movie screen at the back of the
"Revolve" quickly turned In to monotany however and ended with a stage then began to show clips from an old black-and-white horror
• movie as bassist Sean Yseult, guitarist J, and White Zombie's new
finale that seemingly lasted for twenty minutes.
Rev. Horton Heat was the next band to take the stage, and their ap- drummer John Tempesta all took their places. Moments later the mupearance and set-up alone was enough to at least attract initial inter- sic began as Rob Zombie, the lead singer of White Zombie, came boltest in the band. Consisting of only three members, the band contained ing out on to the stage, unleashing his sheering yet grating trademark
vocals.
a singer/guitar player, a drummer, and a cello player.
Rev. Horton Heat's sound can best be described by this observer as
During the hour -and-a-half plus set. White Zombie performed such
a cross between The Clash and The Charlie Daniels Band, producing
a sound remlnescent of the corny music that can be heard in old songs as "More Human Than Human," "Thunderkiss "65," "Super1950's surfing movies. The Reverend's popplsh set combined with the Charger Heaven,"and the Black Sabbath anthem "Children of the
energy put forth by the band was enough to even calm the festering Grave."
Aaron Weltbrod
The BC News

4. "Eiit light, enter night..." ia a line to what song by thii heavy metal band
in 1991?
5. This legendary band that just keepa on rolling sang "Waiting on a Friend"
in 1981.
6. What group of teenager, from Mexico aang tonga in the early 80B and
even had their own videos during Saturday morning commercials?
7. "Something About You" and "Leaaona in Love" were hits for this band in
the mid-lo-latr 80s.
8. What song did Sly Fox sing in 1985 that put their name on the charta?
9. This band in bondage aang "What the HeU Have P in 1993.
10. Ridt Dees not only has the Top 40. but a hit in 1978 aa well. What was
the name of that 'fowl' hit?
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SERVICES OFFERED

PERSONALS

OOLF LESSONS

I Financial Aid »

EXPERIENCEDGOLF NSTRUCTOR
M THE 80 AREA. HAPPY TO TEACH
FOB A BliASONABLE FEE.
ALL AGES ft LEVELS *€lCOME.
CONTACT RYAN

362-7434

Attention AJ Students I
Ovae S3 Billon m FREE
Financial AJO is now
available keen privete sector
para a Mftctanrapal All
sludenta are eligible!
(.800,281-6488 ma. FSS448

Camp Counoalore wnesd. Trim down fltnaaa
oo*d camp. AD apofl*, crafte. lifeguard*, olBce. many otrwee. C*mp Sn*n*. Fcmdal* NY
12734.800-292-2267

INTRAMURAL ENTRES DOE: BEGIN ACCEPTING ENTRIES ON JUNE S. M.W,
3-PLAYER OUTDOOR BASKETBALLJUNE
>; M.W.C SOFTBALL-JUNE M; M.W, SINGLES TENNI&JUNE ». M.W. C 4-PLAYER
SAND VOLLEYBALL-JULY 8. OFFICE
HOURS: 0 AM-USM P.M. MONDAY, TUESDAY, THURSDAY. AND 8-11:30 FROAY
(CLOSED WEDNESDAYS). ENTRIES DUE
ON DUE DATE AT NOON.

CanjIVad lilegua-d a awlmming Inatructor
needed tor summer at Bradner Villaoa Pool.
C11288-3034.

OeSaMtattMNOWMMaM
Earn up B 12.000 wmonm
working on Cruse Ships
v Land-Tour companas. World travel
Seasonal 8 full-time employment available.

No Tim* To Tan?
Campus Tanning ' 352-7888
1 yr. knW. Iannmg»100(i»y Imld. offer)
11«e*>B-82a

No experience necessary.
For more Information

call 1 -20S-O.14 0488 eat. C55445

with Ha n>W Greene
Grad at BG-364 2218

Bike Ma Grand Rapid*, ONo
JuneHh-FREE
Jain us lor fa* 17 mi* trip (*aoh «ray> and vlait
a historic townl Sign-up It UAO otto* by .Am
7th. Depart Iron Union parking lot ■ 1:00pm.
For more into call UAO al 372-2343. ■

PLANT SALE
June 7-« In the Union Oval
10am lo 3pm
Spruce up your horn*, raa. hal or office traa
summer. For more mfermauon can UAO al
372-2343.

Wednesday Night
is Jazz Night with
the Ja» Trio...

Social
Norm

^^ln my book, SainB's,
my favorite BG restaurant,
deserves star billing. It's the
best place lo eat between^
Toledo S Columbus. ^^

ENVIRONMENTALISTS
SUMMER/PERMANENT
CaOan Action la now hiring. Com* work wtrri us
on Important *r.vtanm*ntal ami** toeing Ohio.
No sales or telemarketing involved. Some college prefened. Cat tor Hfemew. 241-8687.
832aVw»»k.

r»f MgUM *»■■■■

Female ml*, needed tor 18SS-88. Nonsmoker only. Nice apt., dos* to campus. Call
353-5114 before May 31; 1-3SS-S485 liter
Jun*1.

Need 1 femele room mala to share 1 bdrm. apt.
on E. Yaooaaar. L**a* Auo, B Augor on* *am*a*K. Low mntlCal SS2-4377.
Sertoue. reyi^mrdrirjiroomrneU* needed tor
»5-ge achool
Tool yeer.
yee/. Male,orfema«a.CallS»*ph
i
at 354-1107.

HELP WANTED

Induatry. Earn to «3,0t»»6.0O0wmon!n a
btfajta. Ma.»f*m»H. r»»a)a»*l»np« neceeaary. |2M)S4g-41eSe»t A5S447.
ASSEMBLERS: Curejlant Irroorn*
toaaaemOfepraooaaalhome.
Into ,-6Xr4<*fr1700CaIPT.0H4>28S

l^NoiutMsln rkrwungGrwn

BeoneoftieHratmnaareato
rapre**manlne>meratone*er*Vic*/eco's.
laVWOOaNaVTnUPH

ComrrataaonaandBonua.
FulorPanTIm*.
Ca*r»«*«vaal41M8S-81»1.

'85 Corroaa. Elec. sunroof. CD player, new
brake*. (2500 OBO. Call 352-3375, aak tor
Torn.
1883 VcJkawagon GTI. Soons package.
Looks good runs greatl
$1600. Call 3548404

FOR RENT
2 bdrm. turn. apta. 705 7th St. 12 unit apt
bkto. BS-8B achool yr. FREE heat, water a
sewer 8 HBO. *500/mo Call 354-0814
aft»r4pm
353^325 ' CARTY RENTALS
Slngl* room* tor female atudonta.

1110mo. 2or 3 mo. lease
Jay Mar - Th* Highland*
1 » 2 bdrma.. A/C, apaooua. quality propertea
tor e*nlrg* 8 gr»d*. Sow 8380.364-8038.
SUBLEASCrKS) NEEOEDII
1 bdrm apt 1 block from campus, pat* welcome. Perfect tor 1 or 2 people Aug. to Aug.
lease. Please call COLLECT 218-871-0781.

1888 Geo Tracker 414, troc-cal green wf bek.
soft-op convertible, automatic. 111,000. Can
382-4871, »»1.51.
FOR SALE
Da venporti Chair-»50
Call 383-2522

Everwig office daaning.
12-1Bhour*p*rw**k.
Own tranaportadon raqulrad. Cat 362-S822.

FtTNeSS Looal marketing company seeks 5
lndr>1dua<a»ylio»»h**«*or»iao«isi**l*«c.
Earn to to J/4K moFor Inatrvfew cat Tim
887-8780.

CrMc

FOR SALE

ECONOMICS-BUSINESS MAJORS. Apr*
your knowladga and Mm while you loam.
Faat^rowtnj company needs •agr***iv* di»tnbutors. Data-Is fr*e. Mart DlstribuBrs. Dept.
108 P.O. Boa B78S1.Ja.iluawv8ai.FL. 32241.

WAINTED
Campue Poiiyeyee 440 E. Court rV* Im„ port* on asp. Happy Hour* 4pm lo 8pm ever* ydey. snacks are aWwo tor the price of one.
Smorgaebord «3.»»11am to 4pm Monday
aVuFrtday.

SET YOUR OWN HOURS
Food Servto* Worker*
No Mperfeno* necessary. W* *r* now aetting
up Inrarvfew* tor ■ apodal BGSU profect in
June. We need ambllous indrvlduala who can
work split shift. up to 40 hra. a week available.
Call 352-0800 immediately.
MANPOWER

Pernbervl lie Bike Shop
at 119 Front St. (Rt 105)287-4081
Can repair al make* a models ol bicyefes.
Accessories include cycle computers 8
helmets. Fun I in* of grabber blcyckt*
rack*. 8AM-7PM (Mon .-Sat.)
Spring Tuna Up 818.78 ♦ Pane

FRUSTRATED STUOEHTS
AND GRADUATES
New e.aling co. expanding locally, aasrchkig
for dynarric Individuals witi Big dreams. Sales
AklJinaoementpoelSonaavaH. Entry level repa
can ee/n up to 5K mo. TravevTraming avail.
For Irdarvfew carl Tan 887<7S0.
INTERNATIONAL EMPLOYMENT
-EamupBt25-*4Smourfeacning ba*tooorr<*jna«orial English
In Japan, Tarwan, or S.Korea
No leaching Background or
Asian languaoea required. For Into.
i^:(209) 832-1148 *ttJ5S442.

Unlicensed riders are over-represented in fatal crashes. So get to
the DMV. Because having a motorcycle operator license is \ o /
sonMthing you can live with.N^/
HIWIKI turn mmmmzi

laarketlpg acaiortunsry: we are looking tor
rroirveia8*d tviv/M? wonttn E) tTaWlWi ■ oo»»giats eating card. PoajMon* begin June 27.
Fk*xlbes> hour* and *>*»ltont payl Contact
Bryan al 1-800-94S-327J In order lo aarMafJ

ICENTER FOR CHOICE II
Confidential Health ears lor Women

Student fee
Abortion through
20 weeks
Morning after
Treatment
Caring friend or
Relative allowed
For personal
Support
16 N. Huron
Toledo. Oil 43604
M 00-519-6005

Marketing opportunity: we an looking tor
mothrafed summer workera to market a cc*egutte caaing card. Poaalon* begin June 27.
FlenlUa hour* and excollenl payl Contact
Bryan at 1-80O-848-327S In order to scfwdule
r^t8FulallfeaiamrraiaTa»n*noa.
20-40 hra. per weak ,wKi»P*irbsek*r Lawna

Call 362-8822

I

Simmer Special*
UaJaWht »a — Moa.-tM. (11-4)
Alarotto) 2*4*1
During Happy Hour (Mds or*V)
811 »«»•

DOtMMIXaiaWOitW.

^Pus readers daily

